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UTTROIJUCTIOIT

Ifeich rosoaroh has boon conductsd on ferromagnetic

substances In an effort to dotonalne what happens to them

at their Curie temperatures* This is the ter^erature at

which a ferroxaagnotic laatorial undergoes a transition to

the paraiaagnetic state An abrupt diange In many of the

physical properties of tte material has been observed at

this point • This was exemplified by the research conducted

on the photoelectric properties of nickel by Cardv/ell (3) in

1949. In an effort to find soiiie possible cause for these

discontinuities as foual by Cardv/ell, it v/aa decided to in-

vestigate the linear thermal expansion of nickel around the

Curia temperature* Tl:iis v/as to be done by using z-ray

diffraction analysis, which would also onablo one to in-

vestigate any crystallographic changes which might occur,

along with the microscopic investigation of the thermal

expansion* Por this problem a high temperature powder camera

had to be construeted«

Since the discovery of x*»ray diffraction, many substances

have been investigated by x*ray analysis, including nickel*

It was found that nickel occurred in two crystallographio

forms* It is moat generally found to exist as face-centered

cubic crystals; however, it has been reported to exist in the

form of hexagonal crystals* In 1985, Del Regno (6) reported

that the transformation of nickel frrji the ferromagnetic to

the paramagnetic state, along with the accompanying changes
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in othor physical properties, seemed not to occur at any one

definite temperature; but it occupied a range of temperatures

extending from 300 degrees to 400 degrees Centigrade. Since

then the temperattire at which these changes occur has been

fairly well determined and is called the Cia'ie temperature.

Mazza and Nasini (10) used several loathods for the crystalli-

zation of nickel in 1929 and found that the nickel always

crystallized into face-centered cubes. Slzoo (13), in 1929,

investigated the magnetic properties of nickel as a function

of crystal size. He obtained siailar results for nickel and

iron. Hexagonal nickel was prepared by Dredig and von Berg-

kaopf (2) in 1931. It was found to be nonmagnetic, but upon

heating it to 300 degrees Centigrade, it was transformed into

magnetic nickel with a face-centered cubic lattice. Del

Hunzio (5) detornined nickel to be face-centered cubic and

also found that x-ray analysis did not elucidate changes in

the magnetic behavior. Observations of the cubic form of

nickel by Koestor and Schmidt (9) in 1934 showed a decrease

of volume of about 1.0 percent per atom during the transition

from the ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic state. In 1934,

Jesse (8) took x-ray powder photographs of a heated cubic

nickel sample over the ten^jorature range from 450 degrees to

1200 degrees Centigrade. He found no new forms of nickel

within this range. The thermal expansion of the face-centered

cubic lattice agreed with the microscopic thermal expansion

data. V/illiams (15), in 1934, made general studies of the

coefficient of thermal expansion between 200 degrees and



500 degroes Contlsrade. A dotailod investigatIon of the

theriaal expansion was made of the nlckol near its Curio

temperaturo. Ho found the coefficient of ozpansion to reach

ft maxlnrun at about 355 degree s Centigi^ado and then suddenly

to decrease for larger tociporatupes.

Ewort (7), in 1936, showad from results of calcrimetric

cDasureiaents of the specific 're at in the tesaporaturo range

196 degrees to 948 degrees Centigrade that the field of

stable existence for the hexagonal forni of nickel was betwoon

345 degrees and 351 degrees Centigrade. However, ho con-

cluded that tliD change of nickel from the ferronagnetic to

the feebly paramagnetic state was not accoapanled by a change

In the crystal structure. Owen and Yates (12) deterininod

the expansion of the nickel lattice by x-ray analysis in 1936.

They covered the range of t^iporatures from 12 degrees to

600 degrees. The coefficient of expansion began to increase

ftbnorraally at 320 dogreos, reached a rnaxinun at 370 degrees

which is near the temperature of magnetic transforiaation,

and then dropped suddenly to a nornal value at aroimd 390

degrees* Kix and Macllair (11) made accurate detornlnations

of the linear thermal expansion for nickel in 1941. They

covered a ten^eraturo range from -190 degrees to 490 degrees

Centigrade. It was found that the relation between the true

thermal coefficient of expansion and temporaturo conformed

well with the Orueneisen-Debye theory. The oagnetic Curie

temperature was foxind to be 352 degrees Centigrade. There

Is general agreement between their coefficient of expansion



versus teiaporature curve and the ono plotted by Owaa and Yatea*

There has been sorae disagreeEsent as to the crystal

structure of nickel around the Curie point* However, it is

generally agreed that no crystallographlc transfornation

occitrs at and is associated wll^ the magnetic transfornation»

In tto last few years, tto coefficient of thersial

e^^ansion of niclcel lias "boon determined quite accurately and

corresponds fairly well with the calculated theoretical values

at lot; temperatures. For higher tesaperaturos around the Curio

point, tiie actual values of the coefficient do not agree with

the theoretical values.

The powder laethod of analysis was first used successfully

about 1916, and was devised independently by Debye and

Scherrer In Genaany and by Hull in the United States. Up to

that tljae the prevalent means of crystal structure analysis

by x-rays were carried out by usinc the Laue and Rotation

Methods. The principal disadvantage of those methods is the

aizo of the required crystal specimen. It laust be of

diiaensions larco enough to be seen by the unaided eye. How-

ever, there are svfc stances which do not exist as large crystals.

These can not be analyzed by the above rethods.

The powder Eiethod generally uses as a specimen an

aggregate of microscopic crystals formed into a small cylinder.

In the case of metals a fine wire may be used fca? the sample.

The sample is rotated continuously to allow as many crystals

as possible to contribute to the diffraction pattern.

A schematic diagram of a powder camera is foiaid on
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Plato !• X-rays aro omitted froia tho target C of the tube

and pass throu^ the beryXlluia wlaiow At A filter G is

placed in the beam to obtain aonochroiaatlc radiation. Next

the beam is colli^aated by the slits S-, and S^* The colliiaated

boaia P strikes tiie sample at 0, where a part of it is

absorbed by tho sample* The rejaaindor passes out of tho

caiasra throu^ the exit pcwt* The absorbed portion is re-?

radiated from or scattered by the saii^le, the coherent

scattering giving rise to the diffraction lines on the

film P, and the incoherent scattering producing the back-

ground on the film* The diffracted rays D^ due to the co**

heront scattering^ leave the specimen along the generators

of cones concentric with the primary beam ?, each cone liaving

a semiapex anglo equal to 26* Tliese conos intersect the film

producing arcs in pairs which are located syn^ietrlcally witii

respect to the primary beam* Tho diffraction lines have a

sharp curvature for small and largo values of 2 6 and

approach a straight line as 20 approaches 90 degrees*

Those linos for which 2& is greater than 90 degrees are

generally called back^reflootion linos.

The angle 2 i can be determined from the incoming beam

measured out to tho diffraction line, and dividing it by the

radius of the camera R* Since 6 ic; t;,c o: i:)lement of f ^

the following equation can bo used to obtain 6 in degrees

from the arc length Sj

Tril
00 . 90O -^ (1)
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Prom Bragg »i law;

rA • 2d sine <2)

the "d" spacing Is obtained for the parallel reflecting planes

of atoms in the crystal associated with a particular diffraction

line. The order of the diffracted line is "n" (which is

generally one); A is the wave length of the radiation producing

the diffraction line; 6 is one-half the diffraction angle

or the glancing anglo v/hich the x-rays malvo v/ith the re-

flecting planes J and "d" is th© perpendicular distance between

the parallel reflecting pianos, I

In a face-centered cubic crystal, under which liickol is

generally classified, the lattice paraiaeter "a" may be related

to the "d" spacing by the Miller indices hkl, associated with

the particular set of parallel pianos which are producing the

reflectiont This relationship is expressed by the following

equation

J

a « d VSTlc^^l^ (3)

tJsing the above equations, one Is able to calculate the

lattice paraoetor from the known arc length S« For a given

wave length the nurabor of lines appearing on the film will

be determined by the values of th© "d" spacing for which sin©,

as calculated frcaa Bragg* s law, will not be greater than

unity* Any set of reflecting planes whose "d" spacing gives

rise to a value of sin Q greater than one will not produce a

diffraction line. For this reason a wavo length is chosen

to give a maximum nuiniber of diffraction lines, particularly

those in the region of back reflection. These back
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reflection lines are preferable Toir' an acci^ate deteriuinatlon

of the lattice parameter.

APPARATUS AHD EQUIPMSNf

Plate II shows the QoneT&l arrangement of the apparatus

as set up for operation. The control panel for the x-ray

tube can be seen on the left-hand side of the picture. ^The

potentiojTieter, which is used for raeasurins the ecif of t&e

thermocouple, is in the middle foresround. The hi.^ tei^per-

ature canera Is located to tha left of the x-ray tube,
f^^*^*^

is found on the extreii© right-hand side of the photOGrafh*

The tall black box behind the potontioiaeter contains th| cold

junction of the theraocouple. The small horizontal panfl

directly behind the potentiometer contains the variac controls

for the furnace current. The vacuum pun?), not shown in the

photograph, is located on the floor under the control panel

of the x-ray tube*

Th6 -t-ray Tube

The x-ray tube used for this work was & Machlett ' Type A-2

containing a cobalt target surrounded by a vacuum cast copper

anode* Berylliiam windows in the casing around the anode

allowed tho x-rays to be omitted on both sides of the tube at

an angle of 6 degrees vdth respect to the plane of the target*

An iron filter was used to obtain tho K^c lines and to elliainate

to soiae extent the other radiations. Hormally the tube was

operated at 32 kilovolts peak voltage and at 10 nillianperes



EXPLAIJATIOH OF PLATE II

Photograph of tho apparatus
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tube current. Standard laethods were used to obtain and to

noasuro the hich voltase across and the current throush the

x-ray tube*

I
Tliere were definite reaions for the selection of th«

cobalt tube from the followitos available targets: copper,

cobalt, molybdonun, and tungsten. The characteristic lines

of tunsston and also cf nolybdenura. are of quite short wave

length as compared to those ©f copper and cobalt. For short

wave lengths, ><1.0 KX unit, the lines in back reflection

would be very weak due to the rapid decrease in the atomic

acatterlns factor with increasing scattering angle. This would,

then, eliminate the Mo and W radiations. In the selection of

the appropriate tube, one nnist consider the types of scattering

encountered frcKi the sample for a particular wave length. The

two foremost types to be considered are fluorescent and co-

herent scattering. A wave length should be chosen such that

th* fluorescent scattering, which Is characteristic of the

sample and random in dlroction, does not hide the coherent

scattering which gives rise to the lines of the diffraction

pattern. The K«< and K/j lines of cobalt havo v/avo lengths

longer than the wave length of the K absorption edge of nickel.

Thus, if cobalt radiation is used, the fluorescent scattering

will be small, and the coherent scattering will be dominant.

In the case of copper, the K^ line Ibis a longer wave length

than the K edge of nickel, so it could bo used without difficulty.

However, the Ka line of copper las a wave length slightly

shorter tlmn that of the nickel K edge. If this radiation
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wore used, the fluoresconco would dominate over the coherent

Bcattering. The copper K^ wave length would have some ad-

vantage for this work, hocaiise it would produce another

diffraction line close to the entrance port in back reflection.

However, it was ruled out due to the excessive fluorescent

scattering associated with it* Prom Brace* s law It is seen

that Bin © is directly proportional to the wave lencthj conse-

quently the Greatest accuracy is (*>tained in deterniinins the

"d" spacing frora the lines having the largest diffraction angle.

This is seen by differentiating Bragg's law allowing only "d"

and "©" to vary, to obtain the follo\vingt

IM « -cot e A© (4)

s the error in the "d" spacing due to an error AQ

in the meisurenent of ©* So, as © approaches 90 degrees, the

cot © appioaches zero* Since cobalt E^ radiation and copper

K^ radiation both give seven diffraction lines for nickel,

the cobalt tube was selected to give the larger © and, there-

fore, more jo'ecise values of tlie "d" spacing*

Construction of the High Toaperature Camera

Two close-up pictia-es of the high temperatxire caiaora are

shown on Plate III* Figure 1 shows a front view of the caiaera

as it was used during operation* The furnace and the top plate

are found slightly behind and to the left of the camera* Tlie

film clamps are located directly to the left of the camera.

The aluminum windows are between the copper water cooling coils



BXPLAHA'PIOH OF PLATS III

!^» 1. A close-up viow of the caaora from tho front

Pig* 2. A closo-up viev; of tlie camera from above
looking down
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oa the csuaera. The goar box is connected dlroctly to the drive

shaft under the camera, and the motor is located behind the

gear box. The entrance and exit ports can be soon protruding

on either side of the camera. The x-ray tube is located to

the richt of the camera. Figure 2 is a top view of tho camera

and shows the inside of the camera. The entrance and exit

ports can again be seen protruding out of and also into the

camera. The centering device is found in the middle of the

camera. Th© x-ray tub© is again on the ri^^t of tho camera.

The aain body of the canera was made from a brass tube

having an inside diaiaeter of four and one-half inches, an out-

sido diameter of four and three-fourths inches, and a length

of four and one-lialf inches. Two holes throo-fo\u?ths inch in

diaaeter \7ore drilled on opposite sides cf the brass tube,

their centers being exactly 180 degrees apart* T^o iron mounts

wore soldered into the holes, forming tho suppart» for tho

entrance and the exit ports. They were threaded so that a

brass collar could be screwed against the ports to hold thorn

tightly in place. The mounts wore notched, and the porta wor©

correspondingly ridged in order to obtain a good seali A slit

one-half inch wide was cut in the brass tube from the exit port

mount around one side of the camera to the entrance port mounts

and ono-third of the distance around the opposite side from tho

entrance port mount back to tho exit port mount. Covering this

slit with one mil thick aluminum produced the necessary vacuum

seal. Since tho total x-ray absorption of this foil was small^

the film to be exposed was clamped over the aluminum covered
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allt. Tho silt was cut as doscrlbod abovo so that tho back

rafloctton diffraction linos could bo obtained aymiastrically

on both sides of the entrance port. Cooling coils consisting

of quarter- inch copper tubing were wound around and soldered

to the camera, three coils above tho slit, and three coils be-

low the slit.

The bottom plate of the camera was ciade from a circular

piece of brass sheet one-eighth inch thick with a diaiaeter

equal to the outside diameter of tho brass tube. The tii?o

pieces were then soldered together to form a periaanent joint-

A hole was cut in the center of the bottom plate, and into it

a V/ilson Seal (16) was soldered. The V.'ilson Seal perniittod the

use of a drive shaft through the bottcaa of the camera for the

rotation of the sample while maintaining a vacuum seal around

the shaft*

The entrance and exit ports were made from a one-lialf

inch brass rod and turned down to a diameter of three-eighths

inch leaving a ridge midway along their lengths in order to

obtain a better vacuum seal. A one-fourth inch hole was

drilled throuc^ the exit port along its axis, to provide an

opening for the unabsorbed beam to pass from the camera with-

out fogging tho film. The exit port was later cut off outside

the camera to permit alignment of the x-ray beam when the camera

was completely assembled. The entrance port had a one-fourth

inch hole drilled along its axis through approximately three-

fourths of its length. A one-sixteenth inch hole was drilled

through the remainder of the port. The entrance port was
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tilled with l«ad having a amall pinhole through the lead along

the axis of the port. The purpose of the pinhole was to

eolllnate the z-rays. It was impossible to drill the pinhol*

through the lead, so the following method was used: A piano

wire of the appropriate diameter was oho sen and stretched

taut by weights. The port was clamped in a vise and adjusted

80 that the piano wire coincided with the longitudinal axis of

the port. Uolten lead was then poured into the port and allowed

to oool. When the lead had solidified, the wire was pulled

out of the port leaving the desired pinhole along its axis.

The oenteriag device consisted of two parts, identical in

their principle of operation and construction. A groove wrihose

cross-sectional area was trapezoidal was out along the longi-

tudinal axis of a rectangular block of brass, on^ and one-half

Inches long, three-sixteenths inch thick, and three-fourths

inch wide. A naall runner was cut from an iron bar to the

same shape as the groove in the brass block. The runner was

one-half inch long and formed a snug moveable fit when placed

in the groove. Two end plates were fastened to the brass

block, one end containing a thumbscrew. A spring between the

runner and the other end plate forced the runner against the

thumbscrew so it would be moved back and forth merely by

turning the thumbscrew in the proper direction. One of these

parts was mounted to the top of the ruxmer of the other pert

and at right angles to it. This arrangement made possiblA

transverse and longitudinal feeds with which to center the
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sanple* The lower braas block was fastened to the three-

eighths inch drive shaft through the botton of the caiaora.

It was found from experience tliat the spring in tho upper

brass block did not retain its restorlnc properties at high

temperature s> and therefore it had to be replaced by a thuiab-*

screw in the other end plate* By operating both thumbscrews

sLmiltaneously, one was able to move the runner back and

forth along the groove^ still holding it tightly in position

regardless of the temperature* The sample holder consisted

of a one-eighth inch steel rod mounted in the iron runner of

the top brass block* The wire saiaplo was placed in a small

hole drilled into the end of the rod* The sanple holder ex-

tended up into the furnace a sufficient length to place only

the saiaple in the path of the x-ray boam*

A motor and gear assembly were used to turn the drive

shaft which rotated the centering device and the saiaple. The

motor was bolted to a brass mounting plate which was fastened

to the baseplate* The motor turned at a speed of forty-five

yim and was coupled into the gear box which was also bolted

to the brass mounting plate* The gear box had a ratio of

approximately one hundred to one; tlierefore> the sample was

rotated at a speed of about one revolution every two minutes*

The base plate was made from sheet aluminum one-fourth

inch thick* It was rectangular in shape ^ having a length of

fifteen inches and a width of. nine inches. Three leveling

screws, two in adjacent corners and the third in the middle of

the opposite side, were mounted in brass disks bolted to the
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base plate. These enabled one to adjust the orientation of

the camera to allow the x-ray bean to pass through the entrance

port* Three brass legs, fastened to the base plate, supported

a circular brass mounting plate. A hole v/as cut in the center

of the raounting plate to provide an opening for the Wilson Seal

which protrudes below the bottom of the camera. This allows

the cainora to rest on the mounting plate. Three small brass

blocks containing clamp screws were soldered to the under side

of the mounting plate. These screws clamped against the Wilson

Seal to hold the camera tightly in place. When the screws

wore loosened, the camera could be rotated to obtain all possible

orientations of the entrance port with respect to the s-ray

tube.

The top plate was made from the same brass stock as that

used for the bottom plate. The top plate had a diameter of

five inches which produced an extension over the main body of

the camera. It was step cut, along with the edge of the main

part of the camera, to ensure a tight fit and aid in making the

joint vacuum-tight. A nozisle was soldered in the center of the

lid for the attachment of the hose from the vacuum pvasp.

The furnace was constructed from a cylinder of monel

aetal one and one-half inches in diameter and two and one-

fourth inches in length. The inside of the cylinder was

turned down to a diameter of one inch leaving a quarter inch

rim on each end. A quarter inch slot ykis cut along the center

circumference of the cylinder two-thirds of the way around to
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corroapond to the window slits in tho raain part of the camera.

A throe-oichths inch hole was drilled alon- the axis of the

cylinder to provide a space inside tho furnace for the sonple

and its holder. Tiie furnace was wound with three layere of wire,

the inneriaost layer constituting one haatine eleiaont and tho

outer two layers constitutine another independently controlled

heating elesient. Tho inside layer contained six turns wound

with Ho. 24 niciirome wire. Two layers of mica insulated th©

wire from the monel metal and from the coil wound on top of it.

This element enabled one to obtain a fine adjustment of th©

furnace temperature by adjust in^; the current through it. The

middle and outside layers were wound with No. 28 nichrome wire

containing eight turns per layer. The wire for the middle layer

was first strtmc with ceramic beads and then wound around the

furnace. A layer of mica was placed over this winding, and tho

outor layer of wire was wound on top of it. A last layer of

mica was then placed over this outer wire to insulate it frcaa

tho iron cement, which was applied around the furnace to lower

the heat losses. The ceramic beads were found necessary to in-

crease the insulation and spacing between the layerp? of wlro.

This construction prevented short circuits between the windings

&fl a result of tho breakdown of tho mica at high temperatures

t

This heating element provided the coarse adjustment of tho

furnace temperature.

Tho furnace was huns from a thin transite ring by three

small steel rodsj the transite ring, in turn, was supported by

the top plate using three laore si!iall steel rods, all six rods
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being displaced from their noighbors by 60 doeroos. This was

done to minLmlze the conduction of heat from the fiornace to

the top plate. The ends of the nlchrono heating wires were

fastened to heavy copper wires which were In turn soldered to

the lugs of an aaphenol plug. This plug was bolted to the top

plate and contained four pins. Two of these pins wero used for

the input of the ciarrent to the two heating elomonts. A coscaon

ground lead returned the heater ctirrent to the ciu?ront source.

A saall hole was drilled from the top of the furnace to a

depth, half the length of the furnace. A junction of a chroniDl-

alxiiael thermocouple was placed In this hole. It was assumed

that It would indicate the sample teiaporaturo because of the

closeness of this Junction to the samplo. The two leads from

this junction were soldered to the remaining two pins on the

asiphenol plug.

Several accessories were constructed to facilitate the

handling of the film used for this camera. A center punch was

Blade to cut a hole in the film allowing it to be slipped over

the brass collar which held the entrance port In place. Two

envelopes were made fron black paper to prevent white light

from reaching the f ilia during exposure to the x-rays. Two

covers wero also oado frora black paper to slip over the open

portions of the envolopos. Those covers prevented fogging of

the flln while it was being carried from the caaera to the dark-

room. A red light near the camera was used to permit the filia

to be changed on the camera in a darkened room. A metal clamp

was constructed from brass to hold the film and envelope tightly
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in place during oxposuro.

Operation of the High Tonperature Camera

A vacuum was required inside the camera to prevent tho

oxidation of the saraple when it was siibjocted to high teaper-

atia*ea. Nickel oxide would give rise to undesirable lines on

the diffraction pattern. Reduction of heat transfer from the

furnace because of the vacuum was also helpful and reduced the

amount of external cooling required to prevent heat damage to

the photograpliic film. A Cenco-IIyvac pump was used to maintain

a presaure of approxL*nately 10"^ milliaeters of Ilg inside the

camera. By the use of rubber washers and vacuum wax, the en-

trance port, the exit port, and the amphenol plug were rendered

air tight. Aluminum foil glued over the ends of the exit and

entrance ports provided a seal for the holes drilled through

them. Apiezon Q (black vacuum putty) was put around the joint

betv;een the top plate and the main body of tho camera to

eliminate any air leaks due to tho Joint. The aluminum windows,

mentioned previously, covered the one-half inch slits around

the middle of the camera, and prevented air from entering the

camera through these slits. Difficulties were encountered with

the aluminum windows in obtaining a piece of foil with no im*

perfections and in gluing the foil to the camera. These

difficulties were eliminated by checking the foil beforehand

for any tiny holes or tears, and by allowing the glue to dry

for a period of sixty hours before applying the vacuum to the

camera •
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ThQ voltage source for the furnace wlndincs was a Gonoral

Electric voltage regulator having an output rating of 750 volt-

aiaperes. This regulator was used, to elininate fluctuations in

the line voltage, thereby keeping the ciirront through the

furnace essentially constant* The ability to maintain a given

temperature depended upon the regulation obtained by the voltage

reg^'ilato^*. It was found tlmt the voltage regulator produced

good regulation most of the time, but at other tiitios varied a

small amount, producing fluctuations in the furnace temperature.

The output fron the regulator was applied across a five ampere

variao which controlled the current throuf;^ the outer heating

element. An aanieter which was wired in serios with this eleiaait

registered the current through the elenont. The output was also

applied across a one ampere varlac which controlled the voltage

across the priniary winding of a 24 volt transfonaer. The

voltage frora the secondary winding was applied to the inner

heating element. Thus, by adjusting the one anxpere varlac, the

current through the inner elecient was varied accordingly. This

current was determined by another arar;ioter hooked in serios with

this latter element.

The centering of the nickel sample was carried out using

a white card placed In front of the exit port. A strong white

light was incident upon the card.. Vifhen looking through the pin

hole in the entrance port, one was able to see the sari^le moving

around as it was rotated by the motor. The thurtibscrews on the

centering device wore adjusted until tho v/iro sample reniained

in the center of the pinhole for a complete revolution. This
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having boan accoiaplish«d, the oamera was rotated on the raoimtinis

plato until tho entrance port was in front of the berylliun

window of the tube. The camera was moved with respoot to the

tube and the leveling screws were adjusted until the entrance

port was aligned with the x-ray bean. These adjustments

allowed a colliaated beaa of x-rays to enter the camera* Since

the pinhole of the entrance port was not exactly centered^^ the

port was rotated in its iron mount until the colliuiated beaia

struck the sample* The centering; device was also adjusted con-

currently with tho rotation of the entrance port until tho sample

renained in the center of the x-ray beam for one revolution*

These final adjustments were carried out in a darkened room

usinc a fluorescent screen to detect the beam and the shadow

cast by the san^le*

The reiiiainins adjustment consisted of laatchins the slit

in the furnace with the corresponding slits in tho cajaera* A

sraall arrow was scratched on the top plate during construction

so that a rour;;h setting was obtained when the arrow was

pointing to the middle of the top water cooling connection. A

fine adjustn^ant was laade by rotating the top plate through a

small angular displacejaont counter-cloclavise until tho beam

through the exit port v/as cut off* The top plate was then

rotated slowly in a clockv?iae direction until the full beam

appeared again at the exit port* At this position the slits

were oatcbed properly. Having saatched the slits, no portion

of the furnace prevented the diffracted rays from reaching the

filEU
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The Klckel Sanple

The nickel sample was in the forni of a fine wire having a

diameter of 0,010 inch. The wire was furnished by the Inter-

national Kickel CoE^any and was 99,9974 percent nickel. The

ii^puritios and their percentages are as follows:

Cu - 0,0002 percent

Pe - 0.0011 percent

Co - 0,0004 percent

Pb - 0,0009 percent

The surface of the wire was polished with sandpaper to eliialnate

any nickel oxide and any preferred orientation introduced in

the extrusion of the wire. The sanple was heat treated at a

temperature of 400 desroea Centigrade for a short ttmo before

any diffraction pictures were taken. This was done to eliminate

any strain or distortion in the wire \irfiich might have resulted

when it was drawn through the die ca* when it was polished. It

was found that this heat treatxaont resulted in sharper diffraction

lines at all temperatures.

Temperature Measurements

The temperature of the sample was determined by laoans of

a chromol-alumel thermocouple. The hot junction of the thermo-

couple was located inside the furnace in a manner previously

described. A cold junction was formed by putting a chromel wire

and an aluinol wire into a tost tube of merctjry. The mercury and

teat tube were placed in a Dewar flash containing a mixture of
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diatlllod water and ice made froa distilled water. This

established a cold roforonce junction at decree Centisrade.

The enf of the thermocouple was meaaured hy a Leeds and

Korthrup Typo K-2 potentiometer. A cailhration table siving

the eof varans temperature for a chromel-aluioel thermocouple

was obtained from ?/eber (14, Table 6, 162). This table was

chocked using known reference temperature points and found

accurate to four alGnificant figures.

The furnace thermocouple had to be calibrated against the

true sainplo tenperatirrc before It could be used to measure the

sample temperature. This calibration was carried out using

a second chromel-alumel thorraocouplo, ^Ich was inserted

through the exit port and fastened to the sample holder. A

vacuum seal was constructed around the two thermocouple wires.

The furnace was heated to a particular temperature, after which

tliroe hours were allowed for the thermocouples and the various

components inside the furnace to reach equilibrium. Then, the

emf of each thermocouple was measured. Knowing the emf of the

sample thermocouple, the sample temperature was determined

directly from the calibration chart for the thermocouples.

This temperature was plotted on a graph versus the emf of the

furnace thermocouple. The resulting curve is shovm In Pig. 3.

Since the temperatiire varied due to the poor regulation

of the line voltage, readings of the furnace thonaocouplo emf

were taken often throughout an exposiire. The following equation

was used to calculate the mean emf of the thermocouple for th#

exposure

:
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g= Z^Cit (5)

Where 5 is the laean calculated thorraocouple emf, ^t to

the increment of time hotvteen tis'O therinoccuple readings, and

E is the average of the two readings for the corresponding ^t.

The tempera t\ire of the sample vms then read off the curve In

Pig. 3 for the correspondinc Sf, This aothod gave the mean

temperature of the sample for each esposuro.

Preparation of the Piln

A strip of film one and three-fourths inches wide and ten

inches long iras used for each exposure. The film was duplitized,

no-screon, x-ray fil:a manufactured by the Eaetnan Kodak Company.

A hole was punched in each strip as saentioned previously. The

avflirase length of time to obtain an eixpoaure was forty-ei^ht

hours. The filn was developed for five minutes in the

developer and fixed in the hypo for fifteen minutes. It waa

washed for approximately thirty minutes and then dried.

Ifoaeuronent of the Film

The positions of the lines on the film were measured by

a comparator on which readings could be made to an accuracy of

two hundredths of a millimeter. The position on the film corres-

ponding to the center of the entrance port was determined by

awasuring a pair of diffraction linos located symmetrically

with respect to the primary bean and finding their center.

Knowing this center position on the filia, the values of the arc

lengths S for all the lines were calculated from their
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respoctlvo position-roadlnss.

aXPERIMEKTAL HE3ULTS

Radius Calibration of the Caiaora

Before aijy diffraction plctttres could bo analyzed. It

was necossary to deterraine accuratoly the radius of tho caiaora.

To do this, several diffraction picturoe .woro taken of nickel

at room temperature, and the arc lengths S on the filias were

xttsasured five tinses for each line. For a particular line, all

the S values from these films were averaged to obtain a mean

arc length for that line. This was done for every diffraction

line on the film. Assuming that "a" is equal to 3.5169 EC

units (1, App. VII, 553) for room temperature (16 degrees Centi-

grade), the exact values of 2^^ in radians for each line were

obtained by coaputinc backwards throu£;h the powder nsethod of

analysis as outlined earlier In this paper. The value of the

radius for each line was then obtained by dividing the average

S for the line by the respective value of 2^ At hi|^er temper-

atures the lines shifted toward the exit port, but it was

assumed that the value of R for each particular line remained

constant in spite of the small shift of the line to a new

position on the film. Thb values of R for each line along with

their associated hkl values and wave lengths are listed In

Table 1. The wave length for lines 4 and 6 is that of the ^j^
line of cobalt. The wave length for lines 5 and 7 is that of

the 1^2 '^^^^* ^ii® wave length for lines 1, 2, and 3 la a
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Wlghted nusan of tho Kdc^, ^^^ ^2 "^'^^ lencths of cobalt. This

Wdi^ted nean was calculated by tho following equation:

Aav
J

The values in Table 1 wore used for tho calculation of tho

lattice pararaotor for oach lino. Tho lines and their rospectivo

nuitibers are shown in Plate IV, Pigs. 6 and 7. Thoso aro prints

from two filias exposed at different sample teaperatures. Tho

shift in the back reflection lines (Uos. 4, 5, 6, and 7) can bo

detected.

Table 1. Values of the radius, wave length, and hkl values
for each diffraction line.

Line no. 8 Hdaa) : M^O : hkl

1 60.165 ' 1.7866 111

2 60.110 1.7866 200

3 60.104 1.7866 220

4 60.112 1.7853 311

6 60.031 1.7B92 311

6 60.129 1.7853 222

7 59.987 1.7892 222

ttoasurononts of the Lattice Paraneter

After the radius was callbratod, diffraction pictures woro

taken at various sample temporaturos, and the lattice paraiaoter

computed for thoso tomperatures. Table 2 lists the values of

the lattice parameter for their respoctive temperatures. Those
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values of the lattice parameter were plotted versus temperatiare.

A saooth curve tras drawn through the points and Is shown in

Pig. 4. The value of the lattice paranetor at degree Centi-

grade was obtained from this graph by extrapolating the curve

through degree Centigrade. The Intersection of the curve

with the vertical axis deteriained "ftp" directly.

Linear Coefficient of Theraial lixpanslon

Tlie linear coefficient of expansion is related to the slope

of the curve plotted in Fig. 4. The relationship botweon the

lattice pararieter and the toiaperaturo isf

a • ao (l+'^t) <7)

where "a" is the lattice parameter at a temperature "t", "a^"

Is defined above, and o< la the linear coefficient of thermal

expansion referred to degree Centigrade. Differentiating

equation (7) with respect to tOK^orature, one obtains!

^-l.(da) (8)

ao Q^

which is a relationship between the desired coefficient and the

slope (4t) 0^ ^^^ curve in Pig. 4. The slope was obtained

directly from the curve for various ten^raturos, and from them

the values of <?( were calculated. These values v/ere plotted

versus their respective temperatures, and a smooth curve was

drawn among the points. This resulted in the \ipper curve in

Fig* 5, which shows the variation of the linear coefficient of

thermal expansion with respect to temperature. The lower curve

In Pig. 5 represents a portion of the Grueneison-Debye theoreti-

cal curve ao calculated for nickel by Nix and llacNair (11).
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Table 2. Values of the
teiaperatures

lattice parameter and their respective

Temperatur©
DocroGS centiijrade

t

t

lattice paranoter
IK units

3.5163

16 3.5169

79,5 3.5200

176 3.5248

235 3.5307

299.5 3.5356

316 3.5347

323 3.5355

,
336 3.5358

345 3.5374

346 3.5370

352 3.5370

362 3.5385

371 3.5392

377 3.5398

400 3.5408

428 3.5419

•
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Fig. 4. Plot of tho lattice parameter of nickel
versus temperature.
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Exporlaental Errors

Thoro \iQVQ f otir raaln sources of error present throuchout

this research project. There are (I) errors In the measurement

of the film, (II) systeraatic errors of the powder canera, (III)

errors in the temperature uieasiuceinents, and (IV) errors re-

sulting from drav/lng the experinontal curves.

In the case of the filni laeaauresaents, it was found that

the greatest source of error was in setting the hairline of the

oOE^arator lens over the center of a diffraction lino. This

becarae quite pronounced in the case of lines of weak intensity.

The error in reading the comparator was si:iall coiaparod to the

foriaer, provided one looked throu£;h the Ions properly to

eliminate parallax. The lines on a film wore measured throe

times, and these values averaged to obtain the arc length S

for each line. This reduced the error in the measurements of

S considerably, oakinr; it insignificant with respect to the

other typos of error.

The systematic errors of a powder camera can be listed as

follows: (1) film slirinliaso, (2) errors in measuring the canera

radius, (3) displacemont of the specimen from the center of the

camera by Improper ad;Justment, (4) displacement of the effective

center of the specimen from the cantor of the camera by absorption

of the rays in the sample, (5) x-ray bean divorcence, and (6)

deviations from Brass's law due to the refraction of x-rays.

The first two are the predominant types of error under this

classification. It was assumed that the method of the radius
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calibration would conpensate for these errors by absorbing then

Into the value of the effective radius for each line. Also the

values of the lattice paraiaeter were ccmputed priiaarily from

the lines in back reflection, for which these systeraatic errors

becoao szaall. It was shown earlier that these errors are pro-

portional to cot © and approach zero as « approaches 90 degrees*

However, the systomatlc errors were not completely eliminated*

These errors could have been reduced even further by selecting

a longer wave length and thus shifting the lines farther into

back reflection. This would allow the use of extrapolation

methods (1, 135) to eliminate the systematic errors*

The errors in the temperature meaaurenents contributed con-

siderably to the total error of the problem. These errors were

due to several causes. If the conditions of the canera {such

as the vacuum inside the cameri and the temperature of the main

body of the camera) durino calibration were different from the

general operating conditions, the thermal gradients inside the

camera during operation would be different from those e:xistins

daring calibration. This would possibly ^Ivq rise to alichtly

different sample temperatures from those for which the furnace

thermocouple was calibrated* This error could be reduced by re-

eallbratlns the furnace thermocouple periodleally, eventually

obtaining an average curve which would bo good for the nc*»aal

operating conditions of the camera. The current fluctuated

through the heating elements as laentionod previously. These

fluctuations probably did not ceus© too much effect on the sample

temperature due to the thermal capacity of the furnace. The
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prlEiary sourco of error resulted frora a prolonsod decrease or

incroaso of the current fron its initial value as set at the

beclrniinc of each exposure. This error was reduced by cal-

culating the mean emf of the thermocouple as described earlier.

Error was also introduced in obtaining the temperature from the

calibration curve in Pig. 3 since it is an oxperin^ntal curve.

!I?he drawing of the experimental curves also contributed

soiae error to the final results. Smooth curves v/ere drawn for

each sot of data, even though all the oxperinental points did

not lie on these dravm curves. In the case of the lattice para-

Eietor versus teaperaturo curve (Pig. 4), there were not eno\ich

points ascertained in the region frora C degree Centigrade to

250 degrees Centigrade to specify the curve in more detail and

noro accurately over this range. Also small errors were intro-

duced when the slope was determined frora the lattice paranoter

versus tes5)erature curve • The primary source of error under

this heading can be attributed to the drawing of the lattice

parameter curve, since the values of oa depend directly upon the

slope of this curve. *
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CONCIPCrSIONS

The coofficlent of theriaal oxpanaion voraua teaporature

curve shows a oaxliaaa valuo for <3C at a tomperatiu'e of 349

dogreoB Conticrade. This tenperaturo is the Curio temporattire

as determined by this oxperiiaont. The value of ck" at this tenrpor*

ature is found to ho 24.4 x lO-^desree"-*-. Tho values of oC in

the lower temi)erature region are not as dopendable as those

for teraperatures around the Curie point, since the lattice para-

Eieter curve in that region is based upon fewer e:?:perimental

points. vVithin the limits of e^perinental error, these results

are in general asreenont with those of earlier investigations

on the subject.

The structure of nickel remained face-centered cubic over

the entire range of the temperatures investigated. However,

additional exposures over srjall intervals of temperature would

have to be obtained, before the cpnclualoa could bo iTiade that

no other ferns of nickel are present in the region of the Curie

point.
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